Abstract-An index coding scheme in which the source (transmitter) transmits symbols over a wireless fading channel is considered. Index codes with the transmitter using minimum number of transmissions are known as optimal index codes. Different optimal index codes give different performances in terms of probability of error in a fading environment and this also varies from receiver to receiver. In this paper we deal with optimal index codes which minimizes the maximum probability of error among all the receivers. We identify a criterion for optimal index codes that minimizes the maximum probability of error among all the receivers. For a special class of index coding problems, we give an algorithm to identify optimal index codes which minimize the maximum error probability. We illustrate our techniques and claims with simulation results leading to conclude that a careful choice among the optimal index codes will give a considerable gain in fading channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of index coding with side information was introduced by Birk and Kol [1] . Bar-Yossef et al. [2] studied a type of index coding problem in which each receiver demands only one single message and the number of receivers equals number of messages. A side information graph was used to characterize the side information possessed by the receivers. It was found that the length of the optimal linear index code is equal to the minrank of the side information graph of the index coding problem.
Ong and Ho [3] classify the binary index coding problem depending on the demands and the side information possessed by the receivers. An index coding problem is unicast if the demand sets of the receivers are disjoint. It is referred to as single unicast if it is unicast and the size of each of the demand set is one. If the side information possessed by the receivers are disjoint then the problem is referred to as uniprior index coding problem. A uniprior index coding problem in which the size of the side information is one at all receivers is referred to as single uniprior problem. All other types of index coding problems are referred to as multicast/multiprior problems. It is proved that for single uniprior index coding problems, linear index codes are sufficient to get optimality in terms of minimum number of transmissions.
In this paper, we consider the scenario in which the symbols are transmitted in a fading channel and hence are subject to channel errors. We assume a fading channel between the source and the receivers along with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receivers. Each of the transmitted symbol goes through a Rayleigh fading channel. A similar model with analog sources was considered in [4] and information theoretic results were derived. The exact capacity region of the broadcast fading channel with general message demands and side information is not known. For two receiver case and when the channel is additive white gaussian exact capacity region is known [5] , [6] . In our model a receiver decodes each of the transmitted symbol first and then uses these decoded symbols to obtain the message demanded by the receiver. Simulation curves showing Bit Error Probability (BEP) as a function of SNR are provided. We observe that the BEP performance at each receiver depends on the optimal index code used. Among the optimal index codes, the source should choose that index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error among all the receivers. For a special class of index coding problems, we give an algorithm to identify an optimal index code which gives the best performance in terms of minimal maximum error probability across all the receivers.
The problem of index coding with erroneous transmissions was studied by Dau et al [7] . The problem of finding the minimum length index code which enables all receivers to correct a specific number of errors is addressed. Error-correction is achieved by using extra transmissions. In this paper, we consider only errors due to a wireless fading channel and among the optimal index codes we identify the code which minimizes the maximal error probability across the receivers. Since the number of transmissions remain same, we do not pay in bandwidth.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model and necessary notations. In Section III we present a criterion for an index code to minimize the maximum probability of error. In Section IV we give an algorithm to identify an optimal index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error for single uniprior problems. In Section V we show the simulation results. We summarize the results in Section VI and also discuss some open problems.
II. MODEL
In index coding problems there is a unique source having a set of messages = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } and a set of receivers ℛ = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }. Each message ∈ belongs to the finite field . Each ∈ ℛ is specified by the tuple ( , ), where ⊆ are the messages demanded by and ⊆ ∖ is the information known at the receiver. An index coding problem is completely specified by ( , ℛ) and we refer the index coding problem as ℐ( , ℛ).
The set {1, 2, . . . , } is denoted by ⌈ ⌋. An index code for an index coding problem is defined as: Definition 1. An index code over for an instance of the index coding problem ℐ( , ℛ), is an encoding function ℭ : → such that for each receiver , ∈ ⌈ ⌋, there exists a decoding function :
The parameter is called the length of the index code.
An index code is said to be linear if the encoding function ℭ is linear over . A linear index code can be described as ℭ( ) = , ∀ ∈ where is an × matrix over . The matrix is called the matrix corresponding to the linear index code ℭ. The code ℭ is referred to as the linear index code based on .
Consider an index coding problem ℐ( , ℛ) with index code ℭ, such that ℭ( ) = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }. The source has to transmit the index code over a fading channel. Let denote the constellation used by the source. Let :
→ denote the mapping of bits to the channel symbol used at the source. Let { 1 , 2 , . . . , } denote the sequence of channel symbols transmitted by the source. Assuming quasi-static fading, the received symbol sequence at receiver corresponding to the transmission of is given by , = ℎ , + , where ℎ , is the fading coefficient associated with the link from source to receiver . The additive noise , is assumed to be a sequence of noise samples distributed as (0, 1), which denotes circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance one. Coherent detection is assumed at the receivers. In our model, the receiver decodes ℭ( ) and then tries to find the demanded message ∈ using the decoded index code. In this paper we will see that different optimal index codes give rise to different performance in terms of probability of error. This paper uses few standard definitions from graph theory which can be found in [8] .
III. A CRITERION FOR MINIMUM MAXIMUM PROBABILITY OF ERROR
Consider two bandwidth optimal binary index codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 of length for an index coding problem ℐ( , ℛ). Consider the decoding of a message ∈ at receiver ∈ ℛ. Let the number of transmissions used for decoding the message be 1 for code ℭ 1 and 2 for code ℭ 2 . Since the transmissions are over a fading channel each transmitted symbol has a probability of error. The probability of error in decoding at receiver depends on the code used. It can be shown that the code which uses less number of transmissions to decode the message gives better performance in terms of probability of error [9] . We have considered only decoding of one message at a particular receiver. However a receiver may have multiple demands. Also there are many receivers to be considered. So we try to bound the maximum error probability. To achieve this we try to identify those optimal index codes which will reduce the maximum number of transmissions used by any receiver to decode any of its demanded message. Such optimal index codes perform better than other optimal index codes of the same number of transmissions. Such index codes are not only bandwidth optimal (since the minimum number of transmissions are used) but are also optimal in the sense of minimum maximum probability of error. We illustrate the problem with the following example.
Example 1. Consider a single uniprior index coding problem ℐ( , ℛ) with = { 1 , 2 , . . . , 9 } and ℛ = { 1 , 2 , . . . , 9 }. Each receiver ∈ ℛ, knows and demands +2 where + denotes modulo 9 addition. In addition to the above demands, receivers 1 and 2 also demand 2 and 3 respectively. The length of an optimal linear index code for this problem is eight. Consider codes ℭ 1 , ℭ 2 and ℭ 3 represented by the matrices 1 , 2 and 3 (given in Table II) respectively. The number of transmissions required by each receiver in decoding its demand for each of the codes is given in Table I . Since receivers 1 and 2 have two demands, two entries are given in its column each corresponding to one of its demands. The maximum number of transmissions used for each code is underlined. Among the three codes considered, the minimum maximum number of transmissions is for code ℭ 1 . Code ℭ 1 gives minimum maximum error probability across the receivers.
This motivates us to find those index codes which are not only bandwidth optimal but also give minimum maximum probability of error. There are no algorithms to find the optimal solution to the general index coding problem, however for the binary single uniprior index coding problem, it was shown that scalar linear index codes are optimal. In the next section we identify index codes for binary single uniprior index coding problems which are not only bandwidth optimal but also optimal in terms of minimizing the maximum error probability.
IV. BANDWIDTH OPTIMAL INDEX CODE WHICH MINIMIZES THE MAXIMUM PROBABILITY OF ERROR
In a binary single uniprior problem each receiver demands a set of messages and knows only one message ∈ 2 . There are several linear solutions which are optimal in terms of least bandwidth for this problem but among them we identify an index code which minimizes the maximum number of transmissions that is required by any receiver in decoding its desired messages. The single uniprior problem can be represented by information flow graph of vertices each representing a receiver, with directed edge from vertex to vertex if and only if node wants . Ong and Ho [3] have proved that all single uniprior problems have bandwidth optimal linear solutions. The Algorithm 1 (Pruning algorithm), which takes information flow graph as input was proposed. The output of Algorithm 1 is ′ which is a set of non-trivial strongly connected components each represented by
and a collection of arcs. The benefit is that a coding scheme satisfying ′ will satisfy the original index coding problem 
as well. We propose Algorithm 2 for the single uniprior problem which finds the bandwidth optimal index code that minimizes the maximum probability of error.
The first step of Algorithm 2 is the pruning algorithm which gives ′ and its connected components 
indicates that vertex demands the message . In the spanning tree , there will be a unique path between the vertices and . Algorithm 2 computes the distance of that unique path. This is done for all edges ( , ) ∈ ( ′ , ) and the maximum distance is observed. This is repeated for different spanning tress and among the spanning tress the one which has the minimum maximum distance is identified by the algorithm. Let be the spanning tree identified by the algorithm. From we obtain the index code as follows. For each edge ( , ) of , transmit ⊕ . There will be few demands which correspond to arcs in ′ ∖ ′ , where ′ is the union of all connected components
Theorem 1. For every single uniprior index coding problem, the Algorithm 2 gives a bandwidth optimal index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error. Moreover the number of transmissions used by any receiver in decoding any of its message is at most two for the index code obtained from Algorithm 2.
Proof. First we prove that Algorithm 2 gives a valid index code. Symbols transmitted in third step of algorithm are messages itself and any receiver demanding those messages gets satisfied. All receiver nodes in are able to decode the message of every other vertex in in the following way. Consider two vertices and with vertex demanding . Since is a spanning tree there exists a unique path between any pair of its vertices. Consider that unique path = ( , 1 , 2 , . . . , ) between and . Receiver can obtain ⊕ by performing XOR operation on all the transmitted symbols corresponding to the edges in the path . Now we prove the optimality in bandwidth. The number of edges of every spanning tree is (
The total number of transmissions for our index code
code of Algorithm 2 uses the same number of transmissions as the bandwidth optimal index code [3] . Observe that for every connected graph representing a single uniprior problem, the source cannot achieve optimal bandwidth if it transmits any of the message directly. Let us assume that the source transmits . Note that message is the side information of one of the receivers say . So to satisfy the demands of receiver the source has to transmit its want-set directly. Thus to satisfy all the receivers, the source needs to transmit | ( )| symbols which is greater than the optimal number of transmissions | ( )| − 1. Hence for any connected component ′ , , the source cannot transmit the messages directly. Finally, observe that the number of transmissions used by the receiver to decode the desired message is equal to the distance between the vertices in the corresponding spanning tree. So the spanning tree which minimizes the maximum distance for all the demands of the index coding problem gives the index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error. There exists spanning trees for a complete graph with diameter two, so every receiver can decode any of its desired message using at most two transmissions.
Algorithm 2 identifies an index code which minimizes the maximum number of transmissions required by any receiver to decode its demanded message. Note that the spanning tree identified in Step 2 of the algorithm need not be unique. Hence there are multiple index codes which offer the same minimum maximum number of transmissions. Among these we could find those index codes which reduces the total number of transmissions used by all the receivers. This could be achieved by modifying the Step 2 of Algorithm 2. Identify the set of spanning trees which has the minimum maximum distance between ( , ) for all ( , ) ∈ ( ′ , ). Among these spanning trees we can compute the total distance between all edges ( , ) ∈ ( ′ , ) and identify the spanning tree which minimizes the overall sum. For each edge ( , ) ∈ transmit + . This will give the index code which minimizes the total number of transmissions used in decoding all the messages at all the receivers.
Arbitrarily choosing an optimal index code could result in using an index code which performs badly in terms of minimizing the maximum probability of error. In [9] we provide examples which illustrate that the number of index codes which gives minimal maximum probability is less than 50% of the total number of optimal index codes. Bounds on the total number of optimal index codes were obtained in [10] .
In the remainder of this section we show few examples which illustrate the use of Algorithm 2. The simulation results showing the improved performance at receivers is given in Section V. graph of the problem is given in Figure 1(a) . Note that the side information flow graph is a strongly connected graph. Hence the output of the pruning algorithm is itself. We perform Algorithm 2 and the spanning tree obtained is given in Figure 1(b) . The index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error is { 1 , 2 , 3 } where 1 = 2 ⊕ 3 , 2 = 2 ⊕ 1 and 3 = 2 ⊕ 4 . This enables all the receivers to decode any of its demands by using at most two transmissions. Figure 2 (a). The graph is strongly connected and all the edges are parts of some cycle. We perform Algorithm 2 on 2 and the spanning tree which minimizes the maximum distance is given in Figure 2(b) .
The index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error is
We observe that any receiver would take at most two transmissions to decode any of its messages. We also observe that for any (number of receivers), we will get a similar solution and number of transmissions required to decode any particular demanded message would be at most two.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we give simulation results which show that the choice of the optimal index codes matters. The simulations show that optimal index codes which use lesser number of transmissions to decode the messages perform better than those using more number of transmissions. Different modulation schemes are considered in the simulation and the index code obtained by Algorithm 2 gives better results in all the cases. In Example 5, we consider an index code over 3 and show that the choice of the index code matters in non binary fields too. Simulation results of more index coding problems are given in [9] .
Example 4. Consider a single uniprior index coding problem ℐ( , ℛ) with = { 1 , 2 , . . . , 7 }, ∈ 2 and ℛ = { 1 , 2 , . . . , 7 }. Each receiver ∈ ℛ, knows and has a want-set = ∖ { }. We consider two index codes for the problem and show by simulation the improvement in using the index code obtained from Algorithm 2.
Let ℭ 1 be the linear index code obtained from the proposed Algorithm 2. We use code ℭ 2 , another valid index code of optimal bandwidth for performance comparison. Codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 are described by the matrices 1 and 2 respectively. The matrices are given below. In the simulation, the source uses symmetric 4-PSK signal set which is equivalent to two binary transmissions. The mapping from bits to complex symbols is assumed to be Gray Mapping. We first consider the scenario in which the fading is Rayleigh and the fading coefficient ℎ of the channel between source and receiver is (0, 1). The SNR Vs. BEP curves at receivers for codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 are plotted in Fig. 3 . From Fig.  3 , we can infer the following. The maximum error probability across different receivers for code ℭ 1 occurs at receiver 7 . For code ℭ 2 also, the maximum error probability occurs at receiver 7 . The SNR Vs. BEP curves at receiver 7 for both the codes are given in Fig. 4 . Note that the SNR Vs. BEP plot for code ℭ 1 at receiver 7 lies below the SNR Vs. BEP plot for code ℭ 2 at receiver 7 . Hence in terms of reducing the maximum probability of error code ℭ 1 performs better than code ℭ 2 .
From Fig. 3 , we can observe that at receiver 1 code ℭ 1 shows a better performance of around 4.5dB compared to code ℭ 2 . We can also observe that in all receivers Code ℭ 1 performs at least as good as code ℭ 2 . The SNR Vs. BEP plots for codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 at each receivers are given in [9] .
We also consider the scenario in which the channel between source and receiver is a Rician fading channel. The fading coefficient ℎ is Rician with a Rician factor 2. The source uses 4-PSK signal set along with Gray mapping. For this scenario also we observe that maximum error probability occurs at receiver 7 for both the codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 . A comparison of the SNR Vs. BEP curves at receiver 7 is given in Fig. 4 . It is evident from the plot that code ℭ 1 performs better than code ℭ 2 in terms of maximum probability of error. Though at some receivers it matches the performance, improvement is evident at receivers 1 and 7 . From the simulation results we conclude that in both Rayleigh and Rician fading models, code ℭ 1 performs better than code ℭ 2 in terms of reducing the probability of error.
Consider the scenario in which the source uses 8-PSK signal set for transmission. The mapping from bits to complex symbol is assumed to be Gray Mapping. Rayleigh fading scenario is considered. We observe that the maximum error probability across different receivers occurs at receiver 1 for code ℭ 1 and at receiver 2 for code ℭ 2 . Note that while using 8-PSK signal set the error probabilities of the transmissions depends on the mapping. The SNR Vs. BEP curves at receiver 1 for code ℭ 1 and at receiver 2 for code ℭ 2 is plotted in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 , it is evident that the maximum probability of error is less for ℭ 1 .
Example 5. Consider the index coding problem ℐ( , ℛ) of Example 4, with ∈ 3 . Consider two index codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 described by the matrices 1 and 2 of Example 4. Note that the matrices are over 3 . In the simulation source uses ternary PSK. Both Rayleigh and Rician fading scenario were considered. In both the cases maximum probability of error occurred at receiver 7 . The SNR Vs. BEP curve at receiver 7 for both codes ℭ 1 and ℭ 2 and for both Rayleigh and Rician are given in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 , we can observe that code ℭ 1 performs better than code ℭ 2 in terms of maximum probability of error.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered a model for index coding problem in which the transmissions are broadcast over a wireless fading channel. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that considers such a model. We have described a decoding procedure in which the transmissions are decoded to obtain the index code and from the index code messages are decoded. The probability of error increases as the number of transmissions used for decoding the message increases. Thus an index code should not only be optimal in terms of bandwidth but it should also give minimum maximum error probability. For single uniprior index coding problems, we described an algorithm to identify the index code which minimizes the maximum probability of error. We showed simulation results validating our claim. In simulation we considered different types of modulation schemes and showed the advantage of code obtained from our algorithm. The problem remains open for all other class of index codes. For other class of index coding problems the upper bound on the number of transmissions required by receivers to decode the messages is not known. Finally other methods of decoding could also be considered and this could change the criterion required in reducing the probability of error. The optimal index codes in terms of error probability and bandwidth using such a criterion could also be explored.
